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Abstract: The use of simplified tools in support of the mechanical performance assessment of
pedestrian structures is strongly attractive for designers due to practical efficiency, as well as for
researchers in terms of innovation and the assessment of new proposals. On the side of design, the
vibration serviceability requires that specific comfort levels for pedestrians are satisfied by taking
into account conventional performance indicators and the class of use, or the structural typology for
pedestrian systems’ object of analysis. A major issue, in this context, is represented by long-term
performance of systems (especially pedestrian) that are based on innovative or sensitive materials
and possibly affected by degradation or even damage, and thus potentially unsafe. Consequently,
it is clear that, especially for in-service structures, the availability of standardized non-destructive
protocols for a reliable (and possibly rapid) structural assessment can represent an efficient support
for diagnostics. This perspective paper poses the attention on the residual capacity quantification of
laminated glass (LG) pedestrian structures, and on the assessment of experimental and/or numerical
tools for their analysis. To this aim, three modular units belonging to two different indoor, in-service
pedestrian systems are taken into account like pilot studies. On the practical side, as shown, a primary
role is assigned to Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) procedures, which are used on-site, to quantify
their structural performance based on vibration response, including damage detection and inverse
characterization of materials degradation. As shown, based on earlier detailed validation, it is proven
that a rapid structural assessment can be based on a single triaxial Micro Electro-Mechanical System
(MEMS) accelerometer, which can be used to derive relevant capacity measures and indicators. To
develop possible general recommendations of technical interest for in-service LG pedestrian systems,
the so-calculated experimental performance indicators are assessed towards various traditional
design procedures and literature approaches of classical use for structural diagnostic purposes, which
are presently extended to the structural typology of LG systems.

Keywords: laminated glass (LG); pedestrian systems; walk-induced vibrations; glass fracture;
non-destructive in-field experiments; Finite Element (FE) numerical modelling; damage measure;
residual capacity

1. Introduction

In the civil and structural engineering fields, monitoring and diagnostic tools have
a primary role for safety level preservation. To minimize the number of possible injuries
in case of structural damage, the availability of simplified and standardized operational
protocols for in-field diagnostics is particularly advantageous. In general, the primary
objective of a possibly rapid but especially robust/sound structural safety assessment for a
given construction/building system is to quickly inspect and quantitatively evaluate its
residual load-bearing capacity under ordinary or even exceptional design actions, and,
consequently, to address whether the presence/initiation/propagation of any damage can
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represent a major issue and possible risk for the safety of customers. As such, this task is
particularly challenging, particularly in case of accidental damage or extreme events on
buildings ([1,2], etc.).

In the framework of a residual capacity assessment of traditional existing buildings
(reinforced concrete-framed structures, masonry constructions, etc.), two primary concerns
need to be properly taken into account, namely consisting of (i) a quick evaluation and
preliminary detection of “structural” and “non-structural” components; and (ii) the sound
individuation of any visual sign of damage, and thus, in the consequent detection of pos-
sible “unsafe” members (Figure 1). For “structural” components in reinforced concrete
buildings, for example, visual damage can be recognized in the form of typical failure
evidence like cracks, spalling, etc., which are well-known conditions associated to possible
risk. In-field diagnostic inspections, with eventual localized measurements of few key
parameters, can suggest the opportunity and the urgency of a rapid retrofit intervention,
or at least the convenience of an additional structural health monitoring process for a
given time interval [3] before any kind of retrofit planning. Ad-hoc protocols for in-field
diagnostic campaigns, in this regard, may be required and may appear particularly conve-
nient, especially for those buildings and constructions in which, due to severe damage, the
accessibility or the practical execution of in-field measurements could be extremely difficult
or unsafe [4]. For cultural heritage diagnostics considerations, such as ancient masonry
structures or monumental buildings, specific uncertainties could require additional appro-
priate assessments in problem solving [5]. Overall, based on the above considerations, it is
clear that the availability of systematic, robust monitoring and diagnostics protocols, as
well as the availability of simplified operational methods for in-field interventions, assumes
an increasingly strategic role [6,7].
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tural damage. The use of accelerometers and vibration-based damage detection for 
bridges, in particular, is notoriously characterized by several advantages compared to tra-
ditional methods of non-destructive evaluation, as well as a reduced cost thanks to recent 
technologies [8,9]. For traditional bridge structures, recent studies show that Virtual Real-
ity (VR) environments, in the same way as innovative image-based structural health mon-
itoring strategies, can also integrate classical monitoring tools and instruments [10,11]. In 
addition, maximum predictive details and data can be achieved from the development of 
integrated smart sensors based on the application of GPS receivers, accelerometers, and 

Figure 1. Examples of damage in (a) masonry or (b) concrete structures (figures reproduced with
permission from Unsplash).

Typical monitoring tools of buildings can be efficiently adapted to bridge structures
and even pedestrian walkways, which have a direct interaction with occupants and thus,
are possibly associated with human discomfort and even risks of falling in cases of struc-
tural damage. The use of accelerometers and vibration-based damage detection for bridges,
in particular, is notoriously characterized by several advantages compared to traditional
methods of non-destructive evaluation, as well as a reduced cost thanks to recent technolo-
gies [8,9]. For traditional bridge structures, recent studies show that Virtual Reality (VR)
environments, in the same way as innovative image-based structural health monitoring
strategies, can also integrate classical monitoring tools and instruments [10,11]. In addition,
maximum predictive details and data can be achieved from the development of integrated
smart sensors based on the application of GPS receivers, accelerometers, and smartphones
for bridges [12]. As a common rule of the multitude of research studies and industrial
applications, there is the general need of engineering knowledge and monitoring of per-
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formance indicators for those structural parameters—to address in terms of conventional
performance indicators—which have a primary role in safety issues with a predictivity
capacity that can anticipate possible severe damage. This primary goal, which is especially
challenging for ancient structures, can take advantage of robust procedures of analysis,
which are in most cases integrated by experimental, analytical, and numerical methods, as
well as reference performance limits to address and satisfy [13–15].

Such a basic need of deep engineering knowledge and damage prevention for safety
maximization, in general terms, can also be rationally expected for innovative construc-
tional solutions and/or materials, which, for example, are subjected to unfavourable
operational conditions or —compared to traditional solutions—a lack of sufficiently deep
engineering knowledge in term of residual capacity assessments. In the field of laminated
glass (LG) elements, for example, one of the major open challenges is represented by post-
fracture behaviour characterization and optimization. This aspect is particularly urgent (but
presently solved by an overdesign of new LG members), especially for load-bearing com-
ponents characterized by a prevailing human-structure interaction (i.e., floors, partitions,
etc.) or even unfavourable operational conditions (Figure 2a,b).
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permission from Unsplash).

Typical examples are pedestrian LG systems under long-term effects and subjected to
random walks [16,17] or balustrades with a deliberate fracture [18]. Due to intrinsic material
properties and structural design assumptions, even partial evidence of glass fracture (i.e.,
Figure 2c) or material degradation can, in fact, suggest urgent maintenance and retrofit
interventions [19], or even the replacement of original components by higher robustness
elements. In this regard, it is recognized that the visual detection of glass fracture, even
partial, for an existing structural glass system still represents a “no-return” condition for
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the structure itself, and thus, the origin of possible short-term risks for customers. On the
other side, glass fracture itself does not correspond to immediate structural collapse and
thus, could offer a minimum post-fracture resistance to facilitate a fast retrofit intervention.
In some cases, the progressive degradation of mechanical parameters can be detected early
by interlayer discolouring, which can possibly represent an efficient indicator of incoming
severe deterioration phenomena. However, on the other side, it is hardly quantifiable [20].
A quantitative in-field measure of key performance indicators for improved control and
risk minimization of post-fracture performances and residual capacities of glass structures,
in this regard, should unavoidably take advantage from a dedicated, easy-to-apply and
optimised experimental protocol. Apart from risk minimization in case of mechanical
capacity degradation or damage, the present approach fulfils various serviceability aspects
for the whole lifetime of a given glass structure.

In the same way of damage and collapse prevention, additional attention to design
procedures is, in fact, also given to comfort maximization for those customers that take ad-
vantage of structural glass functionality (i.e., against vibrations, etc.) during daily activities.
Overall, it is clear that the satisfaction of appropriate comfort and safety levels for in-service
LG structures is necessarily correlated to a robust engineering knowledge of real-time
performances and mechanical properties of stand-alone or assembled components. The
higher is the direct interaction of customers with glass structures (i.e., pedestrian systems,
balustrades, etc.) and the need of dedicated diagnostic protocols for risk minimization,
comfort optimization, and thus, functionality preservation. The intrinsic material and
geometrical features of typical use for LG solutions, more in detail, suggest the need of
dedicated assessment methods and the consequent instruction for the correlation of evi-
dence discovered in experimental outcomes of “Current” load-bearing capacities to reliable
performance/safety indicators. Huang et al. [21], for example, proposed a rapid safety
assessment of curtain wall panels based on their remote vibration frequency measurement.
Starting from modal analysis results, the study showed that the first order inherent fre-
quency of linearly restrained curtain wall panels is expected to decrease with an increase of
sealant failure and degradation.

In this paper, in accordance with the investigation earlier reported in [22] and based
on the above considerations, the in-field experimental derivation of possibly efficient and
easy-to-use structural performance indicators for safety and residual capacity assessments
of in-service LG pedestrian systems is explored. The feasibility and potential of procedural
steps as in Section 2, in support of structural health diagnostics, are addressed by taking into
account three different case-study applications. Limits and open gaps are also discussed in
Sections 3–5 about the elaboration of a robust methodology of general applicability.

2. Research Methods
2.1. Constituent Materials

Talking about diagnostics in glass constructional members is particularly challenging
for several reasons. On one side, the engineering knowledge for existing in-service struc-
tures is limited, because monitoring data and diagnostic programs are still very few [16,17].
Lack of experimental data to support the interpretation of long-term or accidental be-
haviours for these special structures is a first practical obstacle.

In parallel, material intrinsic features and their sensitivity to several external and
operational aspects represent an additional source of uncertainty for diagnostics [23,24],
which can be still addressed by experimental tools and monitoring programs. However,
this necessitates (as it happens for different structural typologies) a wide set of experimental
data, case studies, and real applications.

Structurally speaking, the working assumption for design is, in fact, that glass material
behaves as linear elastic material with brittle behaviour in tension, while the glass layers are
bonded by viscoelastic interlayers (see Table 1 [23,24]). Moreover, in practical applications
for in-service LG systems, all the above aspects are further mutually affected by the final
destination these structural systems have in buildings (i.e., type of loading, etc.), by external
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ambient conditions (see also Sections 3–5) and by the occurrence of possible degradation
in materials.

Table 1. Summary of typical mechanical properties for constituent LG materials. * = depending on
time loading, temperature, humidity, etc.

Material Elastic Modulus
[MPa]

Poisson’ Ratio
[-]

Density
[kg/m3] Behaviour

Glass 70,000 0.23 2500 Brittle elastic in tension
PVB (interlayer) Variable * 0.45 1000 Viscoelastic

2.2. Procedural Steps for Residual Capacity Assessment

Based on above considerations, technical issues, and lack of specific regulations for
in-service LG structural assessment, it is clear that the availability of a standardized pro-
cedural protocol is a primary need [22]. In this paper, the attention is thus focused on
the elaboration and practical application of a possible diagnostic methodology in which a
primary role is assigned to in-field testing, but experimental evidence is then properly inte-
grated (Figure 3). To note that—as a first pilot experimental and numerical assessment—the
specific technology of structural LG pedestrian systems is taken into account.
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LG pedestrian systems.

Differing from “ad hoc” laboratory protocols and testing configurations, the exper-
imental assessment of in-service LG systems is notoriously affected by several technical
challenges and restrictions, which suggest the use of a minimum number of instruments and
the maximization of experimental outputs (Step 1 in Figure 3). To this aim, a preliminary
visual inspection is also recommended (Figure 3).

Once the most relevant performance indicators are extrapolated from in-field testing,
specific limits and indicators are required for safety assessment (Step 2 in Figure 3). To
note, LG systems may offer relatively “high vibration frequency”, according to definitions
from ISO 10137:2007 [25], but they still suffer from marked sensitivity to vibrations or even
damage. In this context, the preliminary knowledge of the real vibration frequency for an
in-service structural system (and its possible sensitivity and modification under external
loads) notoriously represents a powerful indicator for structural diagnostics [16,17,19]. At
the same time, the vibration frequency itself is limited in interpretation as single parameter
for monitoring purposes. A more refined analysis of experimental evidence, based on
post-processing elaboration of basic in-field data, is thus recommended to derive possible
quantification of damage parameters under real-time operational conditions.

A more detailed interpretation of experimental outputs can take further advantage
of the support of dedicated Finite Element (FE) numerical models in order to characterize
basic equivalent material properties for the constituent LG components (Step 3 in Figure 3).
Most importantly, these FE models—once validated in experimental data—can support a
more realistic quantification of long-term effects for the examined LG systems and thus a
rationale measure of residual capacity parameters, which are of primary interest for safety
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purposes in structural systems interacting with occupants (Step 4 in Figure 3). All these
steps are applied to three different case-study systems and discussed in terms of practical
convenience, impact, present uncertainties, and future developments.

2.3. Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) Testing for In-Service LG Systems

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) for structures and building components—Step 1 in
Figure 3—is known to represent a robust and efficient technique, able to offer a multitude of
material and damage parameters (Figure 4a). Major benefits of OMA techniques are related
to possible application in various structural components without the need of destructive
interventions and service interruptions [26]. The optimal setup definition is a critical step to
capture relevant dynamic mechanical parameters, especially for complex assemblies. OMA
is, in fact, very attractive because tests are generally cheap and fast, and they do not usually
interfere with the normal use of the structure. Moreover, the identified modal parameters
are representative of the actual behaviour of the structure under in-service conditions since
they refer to realistic levels of vibration in the structure and not to artificially generated
vibrations [27]. Successful experimental research studies can be found in the literature
for a multitude of civil engineering applications, most of them consisting in towers and
minarets [28,29], bridges [30,31], or special structures [32,33]. For glass structures, practical
OMA evidence can also be coupled to different customers behaviours and reactions for
comfort analysis [34,35].
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Figure 4. Application of Operational Modal Analysis to in-service LG pedestrian systems: (a) example
of delamination in LG (figure reproduced from [36] under the terms and conditions of CC-BY
license agreement); (b) overview of past experimental study with multiple MEMS sensors (figure
reproduced from [19] under the terms and conditions of CC-BY license agreement); and (c) schematic
representation of in-field assessment based on single MEMS setup.

In the framework of existing LG systems, the typical size of panels and structural
mass parameters can be efficiently addressed based on experimental tools and protocols
for OMA testing and low-level imposed vibrations. In [16,17], for example, multiple Micro
Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) accelerometers, resulting from prototypes validated
in [9], have been used for diagnostic purposes of a suspension glass walkway (Figure 4b).
A total of six MEMS sensors were placed on the investigated modules to capture the typical
beam-like bending vibration response. Partial glass fracture and damage effects under
random walks were explored in [19]. The effect of psychological discomfort for customers
asked to move in the context of glass structures, including LG pedestrian systems, was
addressed in [34,35]. As a matter of fact, the primary concern for customers may be
represented by uncertainty of actual safety levels of glass pedestrian systems.

Following earlier experiences, especially [16,17], the present study shows recent trends
of in-field experimental diagnostic tools for LGs. To facilitate an efficient in-field inves-
tigation, the acquisition system is optimized in number of sensors and recorded data to
maximize the interpretation of in-field experimental outcomes based on a single MEMS
sensor (Figure 4c). This kind of working assumption corresponds to a diagnostic protocol
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that could be extremely advantageous for those situations affected (as it is for in-service
systems in general) by major operational and technical limitations and restrictions for
testing (i.e., due to normal service use of the structure object of study). In addition, the
proposed approach is advantageous for all those situations affected by major technical
issues as it is for emergency conditions and thus where it is not possible to take advantage
of time, resources, instruments, and integrated tools, which are of typical use of more
sophisticated experimental protocols. On the side of in-field experimental testing, it is,
in any case, important to note that the setup arrangement or other material issues could
make particularly challenging the inverse detection of structural parameters, as discussed
in the following.

2.4. Vibration Frequency Estimation for In-Service LG Systems

As far as OMA techniques are applied to an in-service LG system, and, in partic-
ular, to a LG pedestrian structure, the first performance indicator to experimentally ad-
dress is represented by a preliminary—but still possibly meaningful for early damage
detection—vibration frequency estimate (Step 1 in Figure 3). The latter is notoriously able
to take into account several influencing parameters that, for LG systems, have intrinsic
modifications and trends compared to other constructional materials and components, such
as possible modification of materials (including degradation events like in Figure 4a), but
also important effects of interaction with occupants (see, for example, Figure 4b,c). The
intrinsic advantage of frequency analysis based on in-field testing is thus a more realistic
measurement of “actual” performances compared to, for example, analytical calculations.
A beam-like LG member, regardless of its constituent layers, can be, in fact, theoretically
assimilated to a slender Euler–Bernoulli beam, which is characterized in out-of-plane bend-
ing and vibration performances by an equivalent, monolithic b × h section, and its response
is governed by:

∂2

∂x2 EJ(x)
(

∂2υ(x, t)
∂x2

)
+ ρA

∂2υ(x, t)
∂t2 = 0 (1)

where v(x,t) is the vertical displacement, at the abscissa x and time instant t, E and ρ are the
modulus of elasticity and density of glass material (Table 1), J is the second moment of area,
and A is the cross-section. However, as also shown in [36], Equation (1) supports a rational
vibration frequency estimation only under the ideal assumptions of perfect restraints (i.e.,
simply support or clamp) and rigid bonding of the constituent LG layers:

f1 =
ω1

2π
=

1
2π

√
β4

1E
12m

h3 (2)

where βn is given in Table 2 and m is the mass per unit of length.

Table 2. Reference wavenumbers βn for monolithic beams with simply supported ideal end restraints
and bending span Lef.

Mode Order n

1 2 3
π/Lef 2π/Lef 3π/Lef

For LG sections, in support of Equation (2), major benefits and accuracy of estimates
can be obtained from the use of an equivalent monolithic glass thickness hef = h [37,38]. This
assumption is of utmost importance to include—even in simplified way—possible viscous
effects of bonding interlayers and thus capture the corresponding frequency shift between
the lower “abs” bound (weak bond of glass layers) and an upper “full” limit (rigid bond):

f1,abs ≤ f1 ≤ f1, f ull (3)
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However, multiple intrinsic limits affect the usability of Equation (2) for “real” LG
structural members and, consequently, the correlation in Equation (3) can also suffer for
major sensitivity. Among others, Equation (2) lacks, in fact, major effects due to real,
non-ideal boundaries. For the specific case of LG pedestrian systems, the occupant’s mass
is disregarded. In addition, Equation (2) neglects the progressive modification of shear
stiffness for the bonding viscoelastic interlayer with ageing and time loading [39,40] (see
Figure 5) or even possible delamination phenomena [36], as well as unsymmetrical of
flexibility parameters of restraints [41].
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based on experimental master-curve (original figure adapted from [40] under permission from John
Wiley and Sons©, Copyright license number 5327091377077, June 2022).

To note, vibration frequency changes, according to several literature applications
for load-bearing cantilever of beam elements made of various constructional materials,
is a relevant parameter, especially for damage severity detection and quantification (i.e.,
presence of cracks, and detection of their depth/size/location). Moreover, many other
factors and boundary conditions may affect the vibration frequency for glass elements, as
a major effect of their intrinsic material properties and needs for restraints. The stiffness
and mechanical efficiency of fixing systems, in this case, may be efficiently addressed by
frequency estimates (see for example Figure 6), as well as for LG components, which are
still in the uncracked stage.

A major challenge for diagnostic purposes in LG structures is thus represented, ac-
cording to Step 2 in Figure 3, by the experimental derivation and interpretation of relevant
performance indicators. These are inclusive of vibration frequencies and, especially, their
assessment towards reference performance indicators, which presently are not available for
LG structures [34]. For the current study, all these elaborations are proposed in Section 4,
by taking into account three different case-study systems.
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2.5. Finite Element (FE) Model Updating for In-Service LG Systems

For SHM and diagnostic applications, the use of Finite Element (FE) numerical meth-
ods is known to represent a strategic method in support of mechanical analysis and inverse
detection of unknown parameters. As such, it is expected that FE model updating can also
efficiently support the residual capacity assessment of in-service LG structures (Step 3 in
Figure 3). Moreover, specific details that are intrinsic of LG structures should be necessarily
taken into account.

Most practical examples and case-study applications from literature are focused
on bridge structures or historical buildings affected by structural damage after earth-
quakes [27]. The combined use of Genetic Algorithms and Artificial Intelligence tools can
be also extremely efficient in model updating and optimal calibration of input parame-
ters [42–45], including complex geometries and damage scenarios [46,47].

In the present study, FE model updating is primarily used to detect and quantify
damage severity (including bonding degradation), and to address its effects on the perfor-
mance of the examined in-service LG systems. On the practical side, it is clear that such
a methodology requires detailed knowledge of geometrical properties for structural and
non-structural components, which have a primary role in dynamic response assessment,
especially for LG systems (i.e., [41]). For the herein discussed FE model updating and fitting
procedure, more in detail, the target performance indicator is represented by the experi-
mentally derived fundamental vibration frequency of the examined systems under random
walks, which is known to represent a first strategic parameter for SHM purposes [25]. In
this regard, it is worth to note that LG pedestrian systems are generally characterized by
the use of repeated modular units, often limited in size, with relatively small structural
mass and high or low vibration frequency. Accordingly, relevant dynamic effects could be
also expected from the interaction of structures with occupants [17,48,49].

2.6. Final Verification Check and Residual Capacity Quantification

The final procedural diagnostic step for residual capacity quantification (see Step 4
in Figure 3) is finalized when the residual load-bearing capacity and thus the need of any
maintenance intervention can be univocally quantified. There are no doubts that a robust
engineering knowledge of “Current” capacity for a given existing structural system and its
response to ordinary design actions is crucial for both safety and comfort purposes.
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However, such a quantitative consideration represents a major challenge in the overall
procedure in Figure 3, and the response is mutually affected by a multitude of working
steps and operational assumptions, both for experiments and integrated models. Among
others, a major issue can be represented by comparison and quantitative assessment of
experimental evidence towards an “initial”, or “Time 0”, set of performance trends, which,
in most cases, are unknown. Thus, it is clear that such a series of considerations may
necessitate the support of “ad-hoc” numerical tools (for material properties sensitivity
assessment, etc.), which could implicitly involve additional uncertainties in calibration.

Most importantly, once the “Current” performance is known, a specific reference
level is needed for comparative purposes (for example, in terms of stress analysis or de-
flection amplitude). This crucial assessment step could be solved based on conventional
verification procedures for stress verification (at the Ultimate Limit State—ULS) and de-
formation limit prevention (at the Serviceability Limit State—SLS) by taking into account
the reference parameters conventionally in use for the “Time 0” structural design of LG
structural systems.

As a final result, the major, initial issue or residual capacity could be thus clarified. Is
the “Current” system able to ensure a sufficient functionality against ordinary loads? In
addition, how much of the mechanical degradation/damage of materials affect its original
load-bearing capacity? In the present study, following Figure 3, such an assessment and
verification procedure is extrapolated for the selected case-study systems based on the
Italian CNR-DT 210/2013 recommendations for design of structural glass elements [24]. To
this aim, experimental and numerical evidence are first discussed in Sections 3–5, based on
Steps 2–4 of Figure 3.

3. Practical Applications for Selected LG Pedestrian Systems
3.1. Geometrical and Mechanical Properties

The procedural steps, as shown in Figure 3 are applied to in-service case-study systems
that were accessible for in-filed testing and/or practical interest for the present investigation.
All the examined LG slabs are characterized by linearly restrained edges along two sides
only (i.e., beam-like setup) and a triple LG section (i.e., three glass layers bonded by PVB).
All the samples, moreover, are part of indoor pedestrian systems located in Friuli Venezia
Giulia Region (Italy) and installed in the context of two historical churches where they are
used to allow visibility of underground Roman age manufacts. Major geometrical details of
practical interest for mechanical characterization are summarized in Table 3, while selected
photos are collected in Figure 7.

Table 3. Summary of geometrical features for the examined LG pedestrian systems (beam-like simply
supported setup).

Specimen Dimensions
[m]

Span
[m]

Total Thickness
[mm] Cross-Section Mass

[kg]
RM

Equation (4)
λ

Equation (5)

SM#1–LGU 0.51 × 2.80 0.51 27.52 8/10/8 + 0.76 PVB 93 1.16 68

SM#2–LGU 1.35 × 2.65 2.65 37.52 + 6 12/12/12 + 0.76
PVB + AN cover 320 4 245

SM#3–LGF 1.35 × 2.65 2.65 37.52 + 6 12/12/12 + 0.76
PVB + AN cover 320 4 245

The first examined system, SM#1–LGU, is located in San Giorgio di Nogaro (Udine).
The in-field experiments were carried out in December 2020, ≈15 years apart from its
original construction, on a reference modular unit characterized by 8/10/8 mm thick,
fully tempered (FT) glass layers (0.76 mm PVB bonds). The dimensions of modules were
L = 2.80 m in length by B = 0.51 m in width, and LG panels were linearly restrained at
the edges by hollow box steel members (60 mm × 100 mm in section, 5 mm in thickness),
specifically properly arranged to create a grid for LG modules. To note, the original
pedestrian system object of experiments was retrofitted, starting from Spring 2021, and
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replaced by newly designed LG components with similar geometrical and mechanical
properties (Figure 7a).
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The second and third examined LG samples are presently located in Aquileia (Udine)
and are part of the suspension walkway investigated in [16,17]. Each module is charac-
terized by dimensions of L = 2.65 m in length by B = 1.35 m in width (Figure 7b). To
note, an additional sacrificial, protective layer of annealed (AN) glass (6 mm in thickness)
was positioned on the top surface of LG panels (Table 2). As for the SM#1–LGU system,
the case-study examples in Aquileia were subjected to in-field testing ≈ 15 years apart
from its original construction. At the time of the experiments, moreover, the difference
of two selected modular systems was represented by the presence of intact glass layers
(SM#2–LGU), or by the presence of (accidental) partial fracture for one of the constituent
glass layers in the resisting LG section (SM#3–LGF, which was replaced after testing, see
Figure 7c).
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In terms of the preliminary mechanical characterization of selected systems, some
comparative properties are also summarized in Table 3 in terms of mass and slenderness.
In particular, the mass ratio RM is given by:

RM =
Mstructure

Moccupant
(4)

while the geometric slenderness is calculated as:

λ =
Le f

ρ
(5)

on the base of the effective bending span Lef (from Table 3) and on the radius of gyration
given by:

ρ =

√
J
A

(6)

To note, a single occupant (adult volunteer, M = 80 kg) was invited to take part in
the experimental measurements on the three different in-service LG slabs. In addition, the
bonding contribution of PVB foils was preliminary disregarded.

It is worth noting in Table 2 that RM from Equation (4) has major effects on the as-
sessment of human-structure interaction phenomena. Compared to other constructional
typologies, for LG pedestrian solutions, it is typically small [17,19]. A mutual interaction
of several aspects should be necessarily taken into account. Such a condition may, in fact,
negatively affect—compared to other structural typologies—both the mechanical perfor-
mance in terms of stress peaks and deflections under ordinary loads, and the corresponding
comfort level of pedestrian under human-induced vibrations.

As shown in Table 3, the geometric slenderness from Equation (5) is also strongly
affected by typical geometrical features of LG pedestrian systems and differs from other
constructional typologies.

3.2. Finite Element Model Updating

The numerical analysis of selected slabs was carried out in ABAQUS [50]. Element
features, mesh size, and features and material properties were calibrated to optimize the
computational efficiency of simulations, as well as by taking into account past modelling
efforts for similar structural systems [16,19]. Linear elastic material laws were taken into
account for glass and PVB (Table 1), as well as metal sub-components [24]. The geometrical
description of constituent components, as in Figure 8, was based also on visual inspections
and technical drawings.

Careful attention in modelling should be paid, case by case, especially for those struc-
tural and non-structural details that have a primary role in glass applications. As a basic
step towards the frequency assessment with the in-field experimental output, a linear
modal frequency analysis procedure was taken into account. Such a modelling choice was
adopted to capture the vibration frequency and (especially in case of damage) fit the un-
known material properties in terms of degradation features and damage severity, towards
the experimentally derived vibration frequencies for the selected samples. For general
applications on LG systems, most of the attention should be given to the reproduction of
geometrical and mechanical feature of real restraints, given that they have a primary role
in vibration and bending performances. To this aim, a preliminary visual inspection for the
in-service system object of study could also facilitate detecting possible anomalies or even
initial damage (if any).

For the present practical application, Figure 8 shows an example of assembled modules,
with evidence of vertical (out-of-plane) displacement contour plots of fundamental modal
shape of their first vibration mode.
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4. Diagnostic Investigation and Assessment of Experimental Performance Indicators
4.1. Vibration Frequency

As previously discussed, the basic assumption of the present application is that for the
experiments herein reported, a single triaxial MEMS accelerometer like in [19] was used for
all the examined systems. Output-only test data were collected under the effects of normal
walks or in-place jumps.

The detailed experimental methods are also discussed in [19]. The diagnostic investi-
gation was based on the experimental analysis from different test repetitions on the selected
modules, with a total of nine test trials for the SM#1–LGU system, 14 repetitions for the
SM#2–LGU module, and 18 for the SM#3–LGF system. The typical experimental records
were collected, for all the case-study systems, in terms of vertical acceleration time histories
similar to Figure 9, with the sensor placed in the centre of each slab. To note, case by case,
the experimental setup and the detailing of sensor setup should be preliminary addressed
to capture relevant data.

Based on experimental evidence like in Figure 9, the results in Figure 10 show selected
examples of corresponding FFT signals. At a preliminary stage, a major difference in the
vibration response of examined modules can be easily perceived, for example. Compared
to existing design standards to prevent severe vibration issues in pedestrian systems, it is
possible to see that the measured FFT peaks are associated to vibration frequencies that
are significantly higher than the recommended minimum value of 5 Hz [25,34]. Moreover,
typical LGs are characterized by intrinsic features that assign them a particular dynamic
behaviour compared to other systems [16,17].

For the presently examined LG systems, the fundamental frequency was experimen-
tally quantified in 30 Hz (±0.39) for the SM#1–LGU system. For the SM#2–LGU and
SM#3–LGF slabs with similar geometrical and mechanical properties, but different damage
severity, it resulted in 15.05 Hz (±0.2) and 13.8 Hz (±0.21), thus up to −8.3% vibration
frequency decrease due to glass fracture [19]. Often, no interventions and verifications are
required for traditional slabs and floors with a fundamental frequency higher than 5–8 Hz
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(ISO 10137:2007 [25]). On the other side, it was also shown in [34] that existing reference
indicators and comfort assessment procedures cannot be directly applied to LG systems.
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Figure 10. Frequency domain response of the examined systems: example of selected experimental
signals for the (a) SM#1–LGU and (b) SM#3–LGF modules.

In this regard, the availability of intermittent in-field monitoring records for in-
service LG structures would support the characterization of their vibration frequency
(from “Time 0” of original installation apart) and also facilitate any kind of diagnostic
analysis and maintenance plan.
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4.2. Damping

FFT signals, as in Figure 11, can be also addressed in terms of diagnostic parameters.
In the present study, data were further analysed in the post-processing stage because of the
utmost importance for simplified damping estimates [51]. Even under uncertainty, among
others, the half-power bandwidth method is the most representative and widely used
approach for damping estimation due to its simplicity in implementation. The analysis of
available experimental signals in the frequency domain gives, in fact:

ξ =
1

2Q
(7)

with:
Q =

fmax

fm,2 − fm,1
(8)

where fmax is the resonant frequency and fm,1, fm,2 are the frequencies at the left-hand
and right-hand sides of fmax, respectively. To note, for the presently examined in-service
systems, the average damping was quantified in 6.78% for the SM#1–LGU module, 7.25%
for SM#2–LGU, and 8.95% for SM#3–LGF.
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The above values, whilst not fully exhaustive for diagnostic purposes, still offer the
opportunity to capture relevant modifications in time (i.e., under repeated monitoring
steps), as well as towards LG systems of literature (if any). According to past literature
findings, damping for monolithic glass in the uncracked stage is, in fact, generally very
small and can be typically expected in around 1.5% [41], but for LG sections, it can be rela-
tively higher, and there is experimental evidence of damping terms up to 5–6% [52,53] or
even higher [54]. For the specific analysis of SM#2–LGU and SM#3–LGF systems, as in the
present study, additional damping contributions can be justified from the role of partially
soft/flexible restraints, which are interposed to the metal substructure [41]. Moreover, the
most important outcome is in the variation of SM#2–LGU-to-SM#3–LGF estimates, which
was calculated in a +23.5% for the SM#3–LGF module. In this sense, damping evidence con-
firms higher contributions for the SM#3–LGF system affected by glass fracture and suggests
the definition of possible threshold limits in support of monitoring and diagnostic analyses
(especially when damping evidences are integrated to other performance indicators).
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4.3. Vibration Assessment Based on Existing Conventional Approaches

An additional quantitative assessment of structural behaviour and capacity for a
given in-service systems can be extrapolated from a comparative analysis and evolution of
classical vibration parameters under ordinary loads. The vibration assessment of herein
examined LG systems was further carried out in terms of structural safety and comfort,
maximum vertical acceleration, peak-to-peak acceleration, RMS acceleration (Equation (9)),
or rolling RMS acceleration, respectively (Equation (10)):

aRMS =

√
1
T

∫ T

0
a(t)2dt (9)

aRMS(t) =

√
∑n

0 a(t)2

n
(10)

with T (in seconds) the total duration of each signal and n the number of recorded data in a
time interval of 0.5 s.

Finally, the rolling RMS velocity was also taken into account, since it is traditionally
representative of robust feedback for floor vibrations:

vRMS(t) =

√
∑n

0 v(t)2

n
(11)

An example can be seen in Figure 11, as obtained from a single footfall of the involved
volunteer (SM#3–LGF). To note, multiple design standards are available in support of
the vibration serviceability assessment of pedestrian systems, but no specific rules and
recommendations are available for glass structures. In the present application, for example,
the reference limits were derived from ISO 10137:2007 [25] and compared to available
experimental indicators based on post-processed signals.

As far as the acceleration values are considered, typical results take the form as in
Figure 12, where data are grouped for SM#1–LGU and SM#2–LGU or SM#3–LGF systems,
respectively. Regardless of the constructional details, and even possible damage, it is
possible to see that the dynamic response of the three different LG systems under random
normal walks is associated to absolute vertical acceleration peaks, which exceed the limit
values for “indoor footbridges”. The mean peak was, in fact, measured in 2.921 m/s2 for
the SM#1–LGU system, 1.315 m/s2 for SM#2–LGU, and 1.512 m/s2 for SM#3–LGF.

The measured RMS acceleration values from Equation (10) are also compared in
Figure 12 for quantitative comparison with the “ISO baseline curve”. Based on [25], the
limit RMS acceleration is extrapolated on the base of the corresponding input vibration
frequency of the system object of study, as well as its destination of use.

The typical recommended values of threshold baseline Multiplying Factors (MF) are
summarized in Table 4 from [25]. Starting from the value of aISO,baseline = 0.005 m/s2 for
vibration frequencies up to 8 Hz, Table 3 indicates that the top limit acceleration:

aRMS = MF× aISO,baseline (12)

should not be exceeded, where:

aISO,baseline = aISO,baseline( f1) (13)
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Table 4. Reference limit multiplying factors (MF) and experimentally derived MF values
(Equation (14)) for continuous and intermittent vibrations, based on ISO 10137:2007 [25] (*) from
Equation (9) and experimental signals; (**) from Equation (13) and ISO baseline curve.

Floor Time Recommended MF Limit
Experimentally Calculated MF

(Average)
from Equation (14)

Critical working area Day & Night 1

0.109 */0.02 ** = 5.47 for SM#1–LGU
0.040 */0.007 ** = 5.71 for SM#2–LGU
0.051 */0.006 ** = 8.50 for SM#3–LGF

Residential
Day 2 to 4

Night 1.4
Quite office, Open plan Day & Night 2

General office Day & Night 4
Workshop Day & Night 8

For the present application example, the aRMS values were first calculated based on
experimental signals and Equation (9). The aISO,baseline amplitude was then expressed from
Equation (13), based on available experimental frequencies. The “Current” MF was hence
quantified as:

MF =
aRMS

aISO,baseline
(14)

As shown in Table 4, the experimental MF values for SM#1–LGU and SM#2–LGU
systems are mostly comparable (around six), but, indeed, they exceed the recommended
thresholds from [25], for all floor types and destinations. To note, in particular, the highest
MF value was calculated especially for the SM#3–LGF system with partial glass fracture
and hence higher sensitivity to normal walks (MF = 8.50, +49%). The comparison towards
the uncracked SM#2–LGU system (with identical size and geometrical features but intact
glass) is a further confirmation of severe MF variation, which could be possibly considered
as an additional meaningful parameter for damage detection.

In terms of RMS velocity from Equation (11), based on [55,56], the attention could
be focused on limit values and ranges, which are proposed to detect critical serviceability
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configurations, as a function of the dynamic response of floors and on their destination
of use.

For the present application, for example, the average peak of rolling RMS velocity was
calculated in 7.11 mm/s for the SM#1–LGU system, 3.61 mm/s for the SM#2–LGU system,
and 4.44 mm/s for the SM#3–LGF system. To note, from [55,56], the examined rolling RMS
velocity values should be accounted as Class “E” of comfort and may, consequently, result
in preferably suitable vibration performances for “industrial or sport” only. The present
experimental evidence is, in fact, out of range for the recommended limits in case of other
common destinations of use, especially the “residential or office” class.

However, such a comparison and quantitative classification gives a first suggestion for
possible monitoring and mitigation interventions only, rather than efficiently supporting a
concise diagnostic analysis.

4.4. Direct Structural Assessment Based on In-Field Performance Indicators

OMA techniques are particularly simple to apply in systems under normal operational
conditions, so the critical stage is represented by collection of a sufficient number of signals
for data interpretation and diagnostic analysis.

In Figure 13a, the vertical acceleration peak is shown as a function of the rolling RMS
value, where each dot corresponds to a test configuration. A rather linear correlation for all
experiments can also generally be noted, as suggested by the reported R-square correlation
coefficient. Moreover, the SM#3–LGF system with glass fracture has the lowest correlation
of experimental results (R-square = 0.93), which is relatively low compared to intact systems.
While such a comparison should be extended to multiple slab units with different damage
scenarios, such a correlation could be a parameter of practical feedback for diagnostic
purposes. In addition, a correlation coefficient tending to 1 could represent an optimum for
a safety check and integrity assessment. At this stage, moreover, the minimum number of
experimental repetitions and configurations required for “robust” feedback is still uncertain
to be generalized.
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(a) rolling RMS acceleration as a function of the vertical acceleration peak; and (b) RMS acceleration
as a function of the vertical acceleration peak.

In Figure 13b, the RMS acceleration value is indeed shown as a function of the vertical
acceleration peak. Differing from Figure 13a, a major scatter from the linear regression
method can be noticed for the SM#3–LGF sample affected by glass fracture, which has
a relatively low R-square correlation coefficient but also a substantially different trend
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of experimental dots compared to the intact SM#1–LGU and SM#2–LGU samples. The
potential of such a kind of comparative analysis should be elaborated further, including
multiple LG systems and testing configurations. To note, the trend of vibration frequency
with acceleration peak can also reveal major structural modifications and damage severity,
as well as particular discomfort under ordinary loads, as it was for the example discussed
in [16,17].

4.5. Material Characterization Based on In-Field Experiments and Finite Element Updating

Apart from in-field experimental measures and derived performance indicators on
the side of structural performance diagnostics, a more refined and advanced protocol for
safety assessment (as in Figure 3) necessarily requires the use of FE numerical models able
to capture the geometrical and mechanical features of the real systems object of study and
thus integrate and extend experimental evidence by model updating.

For example, based on FE systems like in Figure 8, one could pose the attention on
the inverse characterization of the equivalent shear stiffness for the bonding PVB foils, or,
even (in case of glass fracture) on the calibration of an equivalent, reduced Ecrack modulus
for the fractured glass layer (as it is for the SM#3–LGF system). Typical comparative
results are proposed in Figure 14. To note, the other input material properties were kept
fixed in E = 70 GPa for intact glass, ν = 0.23 and ρ = 2500 kg/m3, with νPVB = 0.49 and
ρPVB = 1000 kg/m3 for PVB foils (Table 1).
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Figure 14. Material characterization based on FE model updating: (a) derivation of equivalent
interlayer stiffness for SM#1–LGU system; and (b) equivalent modulus for fractured glass layer
(SM#3–LGF system).

Figure 14a shows the effect of PVB stiffness on the fundamental frequency of the
SM#1–LGU module. Compared to the average experimental vibration frequency, it can
be seen that the best match is found for EPVB modulus for PVB foils in the order of
≈4–5 MPa. Interestingly, the so-calculated equivalent modulus for PVB is in the same order
of magnitude of the study reported in [16,19].

In Figure 14b, curve-fitting based on model updating is proposed for the fractured
SM#3–LGF system in which the degradation of PVB foils acts in combination with glass
fracture. The parametric FE analysis shows that the best match of experimentally derived
frequency is in the order of Ecrack ≈ 15 GPa for the fractured glass layer, and this finding
is in close correlation with the compressive fractured glass modulus calibrated in [18].
Further support from FE model updating could derive also from analysis of local effects in
vibrational and dynamic terms, such as, for example, deriving from special fixing systems
of typical use in LG applications [34].
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5. Residual Structural Capacity Assessment
5.1. Quantification of Mechanical Degradation and Load-Bearing Capacity Loss

The final sub-stage of Step 4 in Figure 3 is of utmost importance for safety assessment
as it is associated to the final residual capacity quantification. On the other side, such a
procedural stage necessarily requires a robust engineering characterization of the LG system
object of study (based on in-field testing) as well as an accurate mechanical characterization
(based on integration from FE models like in Figure 7). In the present application example,
the analysis of stress peaks and deflections in glass components was in fact carried out
based on previous experimental–numerical evidence.

More in detail, the FE models, such as in Figure 7, were adapted to quasi-static, non-
linear incremental mechanical analysis where the input material properties were kept fix
as in the preliminary frequency analysis (and Table 1), but the attention was focused on
the quantification of structural behaviours under ordinary design actions. The selected
LG pedestrian systems were, in fact, investigated under the effects of self-weight and a
distributed accidental vertical load (Qk = 4 kN/m2 its characteristic value). Furthermore,
the analysis was carried out for the pedestrian modules as in the “Current” situation and
at “Time 0”, that is, with a short-term elastic modulus for PVB (i.e., Figure 5) and ideally
intact glass layers.

The so-collected numerical results are summarized in Table 5, where the percentages
scatter between the initial design stage, “Time 0”, and the present situation; “Current”
structural performances are also reported. In the analysis of performance indicators,
moreover, maximum stress peaks are calculated:

• At the mid-span of short edges in free bending for the SM#1–LGU system.
• In the region of mechanical pint supports for SM#2–LGU and SM#3–LGF systems.

Table 5. Structural performance analysis for the examined modular units (with single occupant and
M = 80 kg), with evidence of “Time 0” and “Current” behaviours.

Vibration Frequency
[Hz]

ULS Stress
[MPa]

SLS Deflection
[mm]

Sample Time 0 Current ∆ [%] Time 0 Current ∆ [%] Time 0 Current ∆ [%]

SM#1–LGU 34.6 30 −13.3 4.31 5.27 +22.2 1.16 1.76 +51.7

SM#2–LGU 21.2 15.05 −28.3 17.28 (point-fixing)
6.29 (centre)

20.01
7.69

+15.8
+18.2 4.11 6.10 +48.4

SM#3–LGF 21.2 13.8 −34.9 17.28 (point-fixing)
6.29 (centre)

26.55
4.29

+53.64
−31.8 4.11 6.28 +52.8

From Table 5, some useful parameters can be easily derived to quantify the current
capacity due to both long-term effects and unfavourable operational conditions. In terms
of vibration frequency of the occupied modules, for example, it can be seen that the
SM#1–LGU system with minimum geometric slenderness and relatively short bending
span is less affected by mechanical degradation of PVB foils compared to the others. In
contrary, the SM#3–LGF system affected by the additional fracture of glass shows the
maximum frequency decrease.

As far as the principal ULS stress peaks in glass that are taken into account, Table 5
shows a rather balanced variation for SM#1–LGU and SM#2–LGU solutions. Conversely,
the partial glass fracture in SM#3–LGF system gives clear evidence of more pronounced
stiffness degradation as a direct result of the fractured glass layer in compression. The
analysis of SLS deflections, finally, shows comparable modifications for the three examined
systems. In this sense, another important aspect to note is that the analysis of deflections
only may not be sufficiently exhaustive to capture the actual damage severity for a given
LG system.

More robust feedback could be indeed derived from the frequency analysis and from
the stress peak analysis in glass, by comparing the single experimental output data with
recommended limit values of the literature (i.e., critical frequency range, etc.), or even by
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comparison of stress peaks in glass with the nominal material strength. Damping predic-
tions from in-field experiments, finally, could be rather simple to measure and compare, as
well as meaningful for damage quantification, but necessarily needing multiple compara-
tive data and multiple similar systems for efficient and robust comparative analysis.

5.2. Safety Check against Ordinary Mechanical Loads

As far as the design parameters from [24], other design standards are taken into
account. For example, the potential and efficiency of parametric results as in Table 5 can
be further exploited in terms of residual capacity towards specific design conditions and
limitations by standards. For newly designed LG systems, technical recommendations
are, in fact, available to preserve appropriate safety levels and functionality under normal
service conditions.

For LG plates with two linearly supported edges, as for the examined modules, it is
recommended in [24] at the SLS deflection check that the limit value ulim should not be
exceeded, where:

ulim = min
{

50 mm
Lmin
100

(15)

with Lmin the minimum edge size (ulim = 5.1 mm for SM#1–LGU and ulim = 13.5 mm for
SM#2–LGU and SM#3–LGF).

Regarding the maximum ULS stress values for the verification in glass layers, the
comparison is carried out towards the design strength defined as in [24], where it is
assumed that:

fg;d = fg;d,b + fg;d,p =
kmodkedks f λgAλgl fg;k

RMγM
+

k′edkv

(
fb:k − fg;k

)
RM;vγM;v

(16)

with fg;d,p > 0 for pre-stressed glass and:

kmod = 0.585·t−1/16
L (17)

while the other coefficients and safety factors are defined in [24] to account for a multitude
of production and loading/boundary condition features. The resistance verification notori-
ously requires that the stress effects of a given design action do not exceed the capacity of
the system, that is:

σmax ≤ fg;d (18)

Further, for safety purposes, the ULS stress analysis is a primary verification check.
For the present analysis, the application of Equation (18) to the examined in-service systems
in ULS design conditions, with kmod = 0.78 for temporary transient of pedestrians, resulted
in strength values in the order of ≈60 MPa at the edges and ≈74 MPa in the centre of
LG panels.

The so-derived ULS and SLS performance values are reported in Table 6 for the case-
study applications in the form of maximum stress-to-strength ratio (ULS, from Equation (18))
and maximum deformation-to-deflection limit ratio (SLS, from Equation (15)).

From a practical point of view, such an assessment reveals the “real” capacity loss of a
given LG system thanks to accurate mechanical calibration and to multiple performance
indicators for “Time 0” and “Current” analyses. For the SM#2–LGU system, for example,
the “Current” SLS deflection in Table 5 is associated to major safety and comfort, while a
less-pronounced modification of performance can be seen in terms of ULS stress peaks. For
the SM#3–LGF system with glass fracture, it is possible to see a rather unform safety check
for ULS stress and SLS deformation values. It is worth noting that the “Current” stress
condition, which is markedly increased in severity compared to SM#2–LGU system, further
confirms the severity of the damage.
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Table 6. Safety check for ULS stress and SLS deformation accounting for in-field experimentally
derived degradation phenomena for the examined LG modular units.

ULS Stress Ratio SLS Deflection Ratio

Sample Time 0 Current SAFE
(≤1) Time 0 Current SAFE

(≤1)

SM#1–LGU 0.071 0.087 Yes 0.22 0.35 Yes
SM#2–LGU 0.29 0.34 Yes 0.31 0.45 Yes
SM#3–LGF 0.29 0.45 Yes 0.31 0.47 Yes

Overall, it is important to note in Table 6 that the examined systems were still “safe”
for occupants, as determined through current performance indicators and technical recom-
mendations of ordinary use and structural design of “new” glass members. However, at
the same time, the explored systems also give evidence of marked loss of structural capacity
in their “Current” situation, compared to “Time 0”. Such a procedure could be used to
derive and quantify a robust and concise damage index of existing LG structural members
and thus could represent an efficient performance indicator for monitoring purposes in
early damage detection or early retrofit interventions, especially for those in-service LG
systems where it is not possible to establish continuous or intermittent in-field experimental
monitoring protocols.

6. Summary and Conclusions

A detailed engineering knowledge of current mechanical properties and residual
load-bearing capacity levels for in-service laminated glass (LG) structures is of utmost
importance in building management, especially for those structural systems that are char-
acterized by direct interaction with occupants (i.e., pedestrian systems, balustrades, etc.).
While, in certain conditions, damage can be visually detected (especially major glass
cracks), there are several practical situations in which the in-service structure could be
potentially unsafe for customers (due, for example, to unfavourable loading conditions or
unfavourable ambient conditions facilitating the material degradation) without marked
evidence of visual defects. In this sense, a harmonized protocol to (possibly rapidly) effi-
ciently assess the “Current” structural safety level of a LG system compared to its “Time 0”
performance, and thus to estimate the residual capacity is crucial for risk minimization and
comfort/functionality optimization.

In this perspective paper, the attention was focused on a possible procedural proto-
col to generally apply to different LG pedestrian systems based on in-field experiments,
analysis, and the assessment of experimental evidence and integrated model updating
for structural estimates. To this aim, three different case-study systems belonging to two
different (indoor) structures constructed in Italy were explored.

In terms of vibration assessment, the practical application study showed that:

• The estimation of the fundamental vibration frequency is a first relevant but not
exhaustive step for quantitative characterization of safety levels in existing glass struc-
tures. LG pedestrian systems are often characterized by relatively high fundamental
frequency but often have relatively small mass compared to occupants.

• Fast, intermittent in-field experimental measures based on OMA techniques could
allow for the collection of a set of meaningful comparative data for an efficient check
of mechanical features and modifications in a given existing structure. However, the
experimental testing conditions should be possibly planned to reproduce the “normal”
service configurations for the examined systems.

• For the proposed procedural steps and the methodology application to three different
LG systems, the in-field testing highlighted the availability of multiple performance
indicators, but also the need of robust engineering knowledge for their interpretation.

• Similarly, the availability of in-field experimental measures proved to be meaning-
ful, especially when combined to refined Finite Element numerical models able to
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indirectly quantify the long-term/damage effects, in terms of “Current” state-of-art
condition and capacity in comparison to “Time 0” design performances.

On the other side, it was also shown that:

• Most of the existing conventional methods for vibration serviceability purposes are
not specifically adaptable to LG systems.

• Damping estimates can represent an experimental output of simple calculation but
are still often affected by a multitude of various influencing parameters and possibly
characterized by a high sensitivity under test repetitions.

In terms of structural checks of “Current” performances, finally, it was shown that:

• Due to intrinsic material properties and structural design assumptions, long-term
phenomena and material degradation can induce severe modifications compared to
“Time 0” conditions. After installation, it is hence important to monitor the evolution
of basic parameters (and thus the residual capacity) over time.

• Overall, such a kind of intermittent diagnostic approach can facilitate the early de-
tection of unfavourable configurations and hence promptly prevent maintenance
interventions before any kind of severe damage could take place.
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